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Abstract:  

The word motivation is coined from Latin word “Mover” which means to move. This study is 

derived to understand the different types of motivations and its practices and how it affects 

the employees to do their job and to know what an organization could lost its employees 

efficiency. 

Motivation is an internal drive that activates behaviour and gives its direction. This study 

describes how the employees shows the performance through the motivational practices or 

factors intrinsic (autonomy,belonging,cruising and mastery),extrinsic factors 

(badges,competition,rewards,fear of failure and fear of punishment)and this study reveals 

how an organization affects with out employee motivation to words its achievements.by the 

way of this study shows the relationship between motivational practices and employee 

attitude .In the context of a business motivation can be essential to employee to do the 

performance in an effective and efficient way towards achievement of organizational goals. 

Employees are the basic source of profit and competitive advantages to an organization. The 

most important responsibility of a manager is to ensure his/her subordinates are motivated 

and needs to come with new methodologies of dealing it. Theattitudeof a employee in the 

organization is based on may factors that an employee brings to the work place,i.e also 

impact is interaction with others and is individual work performance.attitud effects employee 

reaction to others,including colleagues, supervisors and social relationship with others in the 

work place.  
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Introduction: 

Employee motivation relates to wants, needs impulse and derives within a person. Motivation 

refers to the process of inspiring people for doing tasks and achieving goals and desires. 

Motivation is a psychological occurrence that originates from the wants and needs of people, 

initiates goal oriented behaviour.  
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      The employees who are entrusted and motivated in a company represent either negative 

or positive image of the organisation to customer employee motivation is a person sustains 

behaviour and performance employees are stimulating people is to employee effective 

motivation. Workers are more satisfied. In order to do this successfully a manger must be 

able to motivate employee are more motivating to the employee in any task positive 

motivation helps in recognising the employee’s capabilities and aids in fulfilling those 

capabilities. Organisation provides rewards and recognitions. 

 

Objectives: 

 To know various motivational practices in an organisation. 

 

 To know the relationship between motivational practices and employee attitude 

 

 To know how does an organisation affect with lack of employee motivation 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

   This paper is conceptual in nature .Data collection was achieved by online websites and the 

data is filtered to improve the quality of paper. The interpretations are made by the authors 

with the help of guide. 

 

What is motivation? 

Internal and external factors that stimulates want and energy in individuals to be frequently 

interested and committed to employment, role or subject or to make on effort to attain a goal. 

Motivation results from the interaction of each conscious and unconscious factor like 

Intensity of desire or need. 

 Incentive or reward value of the goals and 

 Exceptions of the individual and of his as her peers. 

                    These factors are the reasons one has for behaving a certain was an example is a 

student that spends extra time studying for a task because he or she wants a better grade in the 

class. 

Employee attitude: 

An employee attitude is based on many factors that an employee brings to the workplace. The 

deep roots of associate worker perspective create it onerous to alert. Associate employee’s 

attitude has a potential to impact his interactions with others and his individual work 
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performance. Attitude affects an employee’s reactions to others, including colleague’s 

supervisors and employee’s view of her job and her social relationships with others in the 

workplace. When a manager observes negative patters of thinking in a group situation, he 

will raise himself which type of thinking affects every worker. He also can facilitate cluster 

members examine their attitudes to show the main focus back to positive thinking. 

 In the work place employee can have either a positive or negative attitude about specific 

work tasks, products as services.co-workers as management as the company as what bad 

attitudes result in apathy to daily tasks. Negative employee attitudes may also arise for 

external reasons. 

 E.g.:- personal as family problems will cause an employee to bring negativity in to work hr 

can’t solve those problems but you can still support the employee and manage attitudes. 

Benefits of motivation: 

 Individual or group of individuals join an organisation to fulfil certain personal needs. 

 Productivity is that the impact of performance it's logical to conclude that correct 

motivation will increase productivity. 

 Motivation also promotes job satisfaction. Managers in general are satisfied with jobs 

which are challenging in character and involve some creative thinking. 

 It is clear that performance is not equal to the sum of an individual’s ability and 

motivation however rather to the product of those 2 variables. 

           P = AM 

           P = performance 

          A = Ability  

          M = motivation 

 Motivation helps the learning process. Motivation stimulates interest and therefore the 

perspective of willing to be told. 

 Motivation promotes self-discipline. The concept of discipline usually carries a 

negative connotation. 

 The content theories of motivation conceive to verify what it's that motivates folks 

work. 

 More recently the content of motivation is that the higher level wants like esteem and 

self-actualisation. 

 

Kinds of motivation: 

1. Achievement motivation: 

It is the drive to process and attain goals. An individual with accomplishment motivation 

desires to realize objectives and advance au fait the ladder of success. Here accomplishment 
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is important for its own Jake and not for the rewards that accompany it. 

 

2. Affiliation motivation: 

It is a drive to relative to people on a social basis. Persons with affliction motivation perform 

work better when they are complimented for their favourable attitude and co-operation their 

motivation is of greater use where money can’t be used to motivate especially minimum 

wage employee and contingents professions. 

3. Competence motivation: 

It is the drive to be good of something allowing the individual to perform high quality work. 

Competency motivation people seek job masters take pride in developing and using their 

problem, solving skills and strive to be creative when confronted with obstacles. They learn 

from their experience specialists, like heart surgeons would feel motivation if they get 

chances to operate up on unique cases. 

4. Power motivation: 

It is the drive to influence individuals and alter things. Power motivation people create an 

impact on their organisation and are willing to take risk to do so 

e.g.:- MS mayawati, C.M of up is power motivated. 

5. Attitude motivation: 

It is now people think and feel it is their self-confidence, their belief in themselves and their 

attitude to life it is how they feel about the future and how they react to the past. 

6. Incentive motivation: 

It is where a person as a team reaps a reward from an activity. It is “you do that and you get 

that”, attitude. It is the type of rewards and prizes that drive people to work a little harder 

most of the unorganized job workers get motivation when they are offered more money. 
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7. Fear motivation: 

Fear motivation coercions someone to act against can. It is instantaneous and gets the job 

alone quilts. It is helpful in the shorten manager following theory comes into this category. In 

Indian army this kind of motivation very popular. 

Types of motivation:- 

   

Types of 

1motivations 

 

  

1. Intrinsic: 

Intrinsic motivation refers to behaviour that's driven by internal rewards. In other wards the 

motivation to engage in a behaviour arises from within the individual because it is naturals 

satisfying to you. 

 Autonomy: 

Intrinsic motivation tends to be longer lasting and sustained providing autonomy works to 

develop intrinsic motivation in individuals. 

 Belonging : 

Belonging is the human emotional need to be an accepted members of a group. Whether it's 

family, friends, co-workers, a religion, or something else, people tend to have an inherent 

desire to belong and be an important part of something greater than themselves. 

 Curiosity: 

Curiosity is a previous, intriguing, and vexing construct in the psychology of motivation. 

Curiosity as a stable motivation difference b/w people that leads to differences in knowledge, 

goals, achievement, and experience. 

 Learning: 

Motivation has many effects on students learning and behaviour, first 

 

Intrinsic 

Extrinsic 

 Autonomy 

 Belonging 

 Cruising 

 Mastery 

 Badges 

 Competition 

 Fear of failure 

 Rewards 

 Fear of punishment 
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 Mastery: 

Masters motivation is the inherent drive which leads young children to explore and master 

their enlivenment. 

2. Extrinsic: 

Extrinsic motivation refers to behaviour that's driven by external rewards like cash frame, 

grades, and praise, this type of motivation arises from outside the individual, as opposed to 

intrinsic motivation, which originated inside of the organised. 

 Badges: 

The earner of this badge has demonstrated how their positive attitude at works helps them 

and others succeed on projects and achieve shared goals. 

 Competition: 

That people who are motivated by competition are motivated foe at least there reasons 

completion allows them to satisfy the need to win, competition provides the opportunity or 

reason for improving their performance, and competition motivates them to put forth greater 

effort result in high. 

 Fear of failure : 

Fear motivation is used as a final resort once management fails to implement incentive 

motivation to stay up productivity within the workplace. 

This type of motivation is used as a final resort once management fails to implement 

incentive motivation. 

 Rewards: 

Reward systems that include mixture financial and non- financial rewards likewise as social 

awards have the best impact on worker performance cash bonuses, increasing supposition. 

 Fear of punishment: 

Punishment training a selected response produces an aversive stimulus and the experimenter 

is concerned will the subsequent decline in response frequency. 

Relation b/w motivational practices and employee  

Attitude: 

 Extrinsic motivation isn’t just application fear student its application to everyone. 

 Four instance, employee who seals to receive compensation increases bonuses will 

work hard in a job they don’t even for. 
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 It drives a person to perform a task even if they are not interested in it. 

 It allows a person to get goals. Having goals is healthy because it gives you something 

to work hard for. 

 It takes a lot of patience to stay at one job while waiting for better opportunities but as 

others have proven it can be alone. 

 It is not sustainable. It provides diminishing returns. When the rewards are the same 

year after year this likely wants’ motivation people to works harder. 

 It makes an activity less enjoyable being motivation solely for the rewards can drive 

people to lose interest in it over time. 

 Although extrinsic motivation isn’t the best motivation it’s hard to deny its role in 

getting us moving even when he going is tough.  

How does lack of employee motivation impact on 

organisational effectiveness 

             The consequences of lack of employee motivation are as numerous as the number of 

its causes and of course organisation are the first to pay the price of employee disagreement. 

Its impact to keep in mind that lack of motivation can be contagious, sometimes all you need 

in one demotivated employee to lead the pack and effect the rest of the team. In fact when the 

employee experience low level of motivation they are often stressed aggressive and reluctant 

to engaging any type of communication. Demotivation is a real obstacle to building efficient 

work relationships that are productive and constructive. Moreover it can initiate a dangerous 

vicious circle that impacts negatively overall business performance and work quality. Lacks 

of   employee motivation have the following consequences. 

1. Impression that the employee is internationality sabotaging projects or acting as a 

road block. 

2. Unusual delays are unexplained and repeated sick level. 

3. Repeated mistakes or signs of thoughtlessness. 

4. Lower level of involvement of commitment. 

5. Negative behaviour and attitude. 

6. Lower productivity and performance. 

7. Dis regards, warning and comments. 

Conclusion: 

 Motivation is a psychological factor which results in positive  attitude of employees and it 

leads to effective  performance . As various study  reveals that extrinsic financial rewards are 

the prime motivation to any   kind of person or employee. Most of the organisation follow 

various extrinsic and intrinsic motivational practices to influence their employees to get the 

best out of them even there are number of motivational factors employees are get motivated 

by financial rewards well, organisation should value their experienced personnel by giving 
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competitive salary, bonus for additional achievements and experienced recognition.    
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